Efficacy of Neurotropin in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome: a Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) is a disorder that causes general fatigue and chronic widespread pain. A 28-year-old male visited an outpatient department due to general fatigue and pain involving the entire body. He did not suffer from fibromyalgia, but he was diagnosed with CFS. At the initial visit, he complained of lack of concentration, memory decline, frequent urination, insomnia and occasional difficulty of emotional control, as well as general fatigue and pain involving the entire body. Four tablets of Neurotropin per day alone were administered. General fatigue and pain were gradually alleviated one week later. His sleep condition, concentration power, and memory also improved two weeks later. Medication was discontinued from 11 weeks based on the patient’s judgment as he felt little general fatigue and pain involving the entire body. Treatment was completed 3 months later. The symptoms disappeared and did not recur five months after the discontinuation of Neurotropin. He was looking for a job without fatigue and pain 8 months later (5 months after the cessation of treatment). The functional mechanisms of Neurotropin in CFS are unknown.
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Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) is a disorder which causes general fatigue, chronic widespread pain, malaise, impaired memory and concentration, etc¹,¹⁰,¹¹. Neurotropin (NT; Nippon Zoki Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) has been widely used to treat chronic pain in Japan. We present a CFS patient who responded to NT. This is the first report which shows the efficacy of NT in CFS.

CASE REPORT

A 28-year-old male visited an outpatient department due to general fatigue and pain involving the entire body. He had usually slept three hours a night. General fatigue had occurred in 2001 and his symptoms had gradually deteriorated. He had felt pain involving the entire body for 3 years. He visited several hospitals and was diagnosed with depression and/or overwork. He returned to his parents’ home in August 2003, because he could not perform his job. At his initial visit, he complained of lack of concentration, memory decline, frequent urination, insomnia and occasional difficulty of emotional control as well as general fatigue and pain involving the entire body. Laboratory tests including urinalysis at the initial visit showed no abnormalities, except slightly elevated ALP. Physical examination revealed a slightly increased symmetric tendon reflex. Brain MRI and cervical MRI showed no abnormalities. He did not satisfy the diagnostic criteria of fibromyalgia established by the American College of Rheumatology¹⁴ because only two tender points were positive. He satisfied the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) clinical definition for CFS³. CFS, a physical disorder, accounted for the symptoms; therefore, somatoform disorders were excluded. His performance status⁵ was 7 (unable to carry on normal activity or to do light task at all; able to care for self without assistance). Four tablets of NT per day alone were administered. General fatigue and pain involving the entire body were gradually alleviated over one week. His sleep condition, concentration power, and memory had also improved two weeks later. Medication was discontinued from 11 weeks based on the patient’s judgment as he felt
little general fatigue and pain involving the entire body. Treatment was completed 3 months later because he lived far from our hospital. His performance status improved to 1 (able to carry on normal activity, but sometimes feels fatigue). General fatigue and pain involving the entire body dropped to approximately 5% compared with that before consultation. He was seeking employment without fatigue and pain 8 months later (5 months after the cessation of treatment).

**DISCUSSION**

NT, a non-protein extract from the inflamed skin of rabbits inoculated with vaccinia virus, is thought to cause the activation of a descending pain inhibitory system. NT has been widely used in Japan to treat chronic pain. A double-blind cross-over study for complex regional pain syndrome is underway at the National Institutes of Health (protocol number: 00-D-0200).

NT is an analgesic, but it does not suppress the synthesis of prostaglandin. In rats, NT even decreases nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID) ulcers and prevents some kinds of stress ulcers. Adverse effects of NT are few and slight.

CFS is a medically unexplained disorder that causes persistent or relapsing fatigue lasting 6 months or longer. The onset of CFS is typically sudden, often associated with an upper respiratory infection or a flu-like illness. CFS is often associated with fibromyalgia. The CDC clinical definition for CFS is the most common diagnostic criterion for CFS. According to the CDC clinical definition for CFS, the following conditions exclude a patient from the diagnosis of CFS. CFS is excluded if another cause for CFS is found: 1. Any active medical condition that may explain the presence of chronic fatigue. 2. Any previously diagnosed medical condition whose resolution has not been documented beyond reasonable clinical doubt and whose continued activity may explain the chronic fatigue illness. 3. Any past or current diagnosis of a major depressive disorder. 4. Alcohol or other substance. 5. Severe obesity. According to the CDC clinical definition for CFS, the following conditions do not exclude a patient from the diagnosis of CFS: 1. Fibromyalgia, anxiety disorders, somatoform disorders, nonpsychotic or nonmelancholic depression, neurasthenia, and multiple chemical sensitivity disorders. 2. Any condition under specific treatment sufficient to alleviate all symptoms related to that condition and for which the adequacy of treatment has been documented. 3. Any condition, such as Lyme disease or syphilis, that was treated with definitive therapy before development by pulmonary function and other testing. 4. Any isolated and unexplained physical examination finding or laboratory or imaging test abnormality that is insufficient to strongly suggest the existence of an exclusionary condition.

Medication that is effective for fibromyalgia is often effective for CFS. Because NT is effective for fibromyalgia and its adverse effects are few and slight, we used NT as a first-line treatment for CFS. As mentioned above, NT is effective for chronic pain and its analgesic mechanisms are thought to involve the activation of a descending pain inhibitory system. However, the mechanisms cannot explain the efficacy of NT for CFS. The function mechanisms of NT in CFS are unknown. NT activates an immunological function. We speculate that the activation of an immunological function inhibits the virus, resulting in the resolution of CFS. NT is a non-protein extract from the inflamed skin of rabbits inoculated with vaccinia virus and a viral infection theory is one of the major etiologies of CFS. These factors support this hypothesis.

We present a CFS patient who responded to NT. However, further studies are needed to confirm the efficacy of NT for CFS.
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